Thirty-five Men Have Reported to Prof. Gordon

Week of Debate Comes From October 14 to 19—Judges for the Preliminaries

Thirty-five men have reported to Professor Gordon and Coach Randel for work preliminary to the "week of try-outs" Oct. 14 to 19, when the six inter-collegiate debates will be held to make up the teams which will meet Illinois and Nebraska on Friday evening, Dec. 13. The rules for these "try-outs" will be as follows:

1. During the week, Monday, October 14 to Friday, October 19, next week, there will be series of "try-outs" to select six for the two teams of inter-collegiate debaters.

2. Each speaker will be allowed half an hour to make his argument and one question on either side of the question.

3. The speaker who shall have scored first shall receive a prize of twenty-five dollars, and the one marked second, fifteen dollars, and the one marked third, ten dollars.

"Reasoned, that the federal government should exercise executive control over all corporations with annual capital of $5,000,000 and more in order to maintain business constitutionally granted."

That this question shall also be used in the try-outs.

Question for Debate

The proportion of the people that would be argumented is to be determined by the Professor, and if these men can be tried out to good effect, the winch of new material which has already been passed shall, Iowa's prospects for winning teams against Illinois and Nebraska on the evening of December 13th, be exceedingly bright.

The names of last year's intercollegiate debaters who are in attendance at the University, and if these men can be tried out to good effect, and the winch of new material which has already been passed shall, Iowa's prospects for winning teams against Illinois and Nebraska on the evening of December 13th, be exceedingly bright.

The names of last year's intercollegiate debaters who are in attendance at the University, and if these men can be tried out to good effect, together with the winch of new material which has already been passed shall, Iowa's prospects for winning teams against Illinois and Nebraska on the evening of December 13th, be exceedingly bright.

The names of last year's intercollegiate debaters who are in attendance at the University, and if these men can be tried out to good effect, together with the winch of new material which has already been passed shall, Iowa's prospects for winning teams against Illinois and Nebraska on the evening of December 13th, be exceedingly bright.
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PATTERSON TO GIVE LECTURES

The Dates Are Set. For November 5 and 8.

Subjects Are to be on "Accountancy" and Will Interest Both Students and Citizens.

Professor W. R. Patterson, formerly a member of the University of Iowa faculty will come back from New York City in November to start a series of four lectures on Accountancy.

Dr. Patterson has spent much time and study in this branch of work and is prepared to offer a course of interest to students and citizens of Iowa City alike. The lectures will be from 7.30 to 8 o'clock in the General Lecture room of the Liberal Arts building November 5th and 8th inclusive.

Dr. Patterson is a graduate of the University of Iowa. He took his bachelor's degree in 1895. Subsequently he took graduate work in the University of Pennsylvania and in Germany, taking his doctorate from the University of Pennsylvania in 1908.

In the fall of 1908 he became instructor in Commerce and Statistics in the University of Iowa in the department of Economics and later he was advanced to the rank of Professor in charge of the same subject.

In January of 1902 he was called to New York City to assume the reform administration under the mayoralty of Seth Low as expert on commerce, under Comissioner DeForest in charge of the Tenement House Department of the City of New York. In this position he worked for eighteen months, doing the principal part of the work in preparation of two important volumes of statistical material published as a first Report of the Tenement House Commission for 1903.

Besides this work he was expert counsel in the makeup of forms for accountants, an important, and a strong factor in practical politics of the Reform administration. After the completion of the special work for which he was called to New York City he returned to Iowa to resume the work he had laid down for eighteen months. He was called to New York City in the spring of 1905 to take charge of the work of the Senate of Commerce and Statistics in the University of Iowa.

The present position in charge of the College of Medicine relative to medical graduate work is a natural outgrowth of the work he has done in the field of accountancy and statistics for New York City and its publics. The course of study has been designed to take the place of the present course of study in contemporary medical statistics, to be given in the fall of 1905 by Professor Guthrie, Reader in Physics, who will be in charge of the work during the winter.

DAD ELLIOTT

In speaking of Arthur J. Elliott, the Y. M. C. A. worker who comes to Iowa City next week, Coach G. A. Hoff of the University of Illinois has the following to say:

"I remember Dad Elliott distinctly. I recall really the great years he made in a foot-ball game between Northwestern and Illinois that won him the game for his side. Mr. Elliott was a player of great ability and at all times a clean sportsman. I understand he has gone his way in Brooklyn in his same old foot-ball fashion."
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减 WHAT'S DOING

Major Hall is Now Ready

Repaired in first class shape, the Major Hall under the management of Albert C. Danke will open this fall ready to cater to student parties. The reception room has been repaired and the woodwork repainted so that the popular dance hall is especially desirable for society, club and fraternity social functions. The Saturday night assemblies will be continued this year with the usual six piece orchestra. Those who have been present will say that the dance floor is the best of shape for the start of the society season. Colored lights have been put in this summer and "color dances" will be a special feature this year.
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DENTAL CLASS IS LOCATED

Last Year's Graduates Are Doing Well

Dear H. H. Fowler:

The Class of '09 is doing well.

Best regards,

H. H. Fowler
NEW INSTRUCTORS IN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

MARY A. LAWTON
An experienced teacher and a student of Miss Chase, the new director of the Piano Department.

RALPH LAWTON
A graduate of the Columbia College of Music in Chicago. Studied under Clarence Dickinson, well known orientalist.

BIG BANNER FOR FIELD

Athletic Board Decides on Several Improvements

Hold a Meeting Wednesday Evening to Fix Up Tennis Court—New Ticket Boxes

At a meeting of the Athletic Board Wednesday evening it was decided to instruct Manager Mark Catlin to purchase a large flag to be staked at the gateway of Iowa Field on the days of the big football games and athletic events. This banner will be fastened to a flag pole directly above the entrance to the field. As the spectators come down the hill to the big football games this fall they will be greeted by a big Old Gold Gold flag with the letters IOWA upon it.

Other improvements were ordered on Iowa Field, including a change in the gateway. The partitions will be changed and the large carriage way will be narrowed and another door made for admitting pedestrian spectators to the big games. To further facilitate handling the jars which will be here at the contest this fall the board decided to build another ticket office near the gymnasium so that students buying tickets will not be compelled to return against the incoming crowds when not entering the field directly after purchasing their seats.

Other Business.

Other business transacted by the board was toward helping the tennis players of the University. The new courts for the women and faculty as they now stand down by the river bank are useless and the board decided to recommend that the clay which will be excavated from the new College of Engineering foundations be applied to the surface of the new courts and a suitable surface made for the playing of the game. If this is done fall free courts will be ready for use next spring.

On the old courts it was to

IMPORTANT DISCOVERY MADE

Hydropothesis Existed at Madrid, I.

Conclusive proof that hydropothesis did exist in the neighborhood of Madrid, Iowa, was found yesterday in the final experiment by the experts in the State Bacteriological Laboratory upon the animals hurriedly brought to the University two weeks ago when seven people were bitten by a mad dog at Madison.

The victims of the bite of the vicious animals were immediately removed to Chicago where they are now taking treatment for the prevention of hydropothesis in the Pasteur Institute.

Preliminary microscopic examinations were made two weeks ago in the laboratory here and suspicious signs of hydropothesis were found. Further animal experiments in the rapid canine confirmed the predictions of the chemists and the patients in Chicago have been notified of the important discovery.

MANY OUT FOR DEBATE

(Continued from page ont)

next month are Robert Jones, leader of the Zeta Sophomore team, Clarence Comer and Carl Rube of the Freshmen team.

Iowa is particularly fortunate in having twofine men enter the University from other schools, who have been prominent in forensic activities. Mr. J. Gleates of the University of Michigan was alternate in the N. 0. L. final at this school last year and had he remained would undoubtedly have been a member of our Michigan debating team.

Manager Catlin to order the repainting of the nets and other necessary improvements. The goals will be cleaned at once and put in place for an open tournament in which both faculty and students may play to take place probably in the week of October 7.

THE GREATESI

Lecture and Concert course ever offered in iowa city

A World Famous Actor
Frederick Warde . . October 23
A National Orator
Governor Buchtel . . Nov. 12
An International Fun-Maker
The Weeks Concert Co. . Nov. 25
The Pride of Denmark
Skovgaard the Violinist. Feb. 10
The Pride of Denmark

Course Tickets Now on Sale at Winnebago's, $1.00
They are numbered from one to one thousand and when one thousand are sold no more can be had. Reserved Seat Sales, October 21.
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Other able go-
Your new Fall clothes are ready for you now in our store and we are going to hold a special opening reception to introduce you to them. You're invited; and when you come you'll meet a lot of the finest clothes you ever saw. We feel that our good friends and our good clothes ought to know each other better.

These are Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes; and you can put it down as a fact that better clothes, more stylish, more perfectly tailored, never came from the hand of a tailor.

The new suits are in a number of very smart models, and the patterns are varied enough to suit every taste—grays, browns, tans, in stripes, plaids and checks.

Other departments are full also of fine seasonable goods; hats on the latest blocks; shirts and neckwear like a regular flower-garden of color and rich design.

Our Tailoring Department contains the Largest Assortment of American and Imported Woolens Ever Displayed in the Vicinity.
Ward Is to Come Soon

Noted Actor to Appear on the Lecture Course

Emerson Hough Also Scheduled to Lecture—Graduated from U. of L. in '90

A few days more and the theatrical performer will return to the roar of jubilant spectators. Three weeks more and the opening of a dramatic season will come. Already the campus echoes to the cry of the bowling bat. Soft, as it takes more than all these to satisfy the play-loving side of student life. One of the notable features of the year will be the lecture and concert course provided by the Forensic League.

There are distinguished platform entertainers to be here. They are of a very different type from the ordinary actor and artiste. Mr. Frank B. Wash, after winning great fame and many honors of Shakespearean character names, adds to his laurels with a lecture which the critics pronounce unique in character and enthusiastic in interest.

Colleges and universities the country over are calling for him and entreaties are frequent when he goes. Mr. Wash, will give his noted lecture at the Hall of Natural Science on the evening of October 23rd, playing a part in the dedication of the new Science building.

The orator of the course is the governor of the Centennial state. He is the president of the University of Chicago. Mr. Wash made great campaign for governorship six years ago, and was elected the mayor of the city and of the state and made a name for himself as a political orator. He will be the orator on the trip which brings him to Iowa City. He will give six lectures and the University is fortunate in securing him for the course. His lecture, "Theodore Roosevelt," is a brilliant piece of work. Governor Buhl will be entertained by President MacLean during his stay in the city.

The crowning event of the course will be the appearance in this city of the noted author and traveller, Mr. Emerson Hough, an alumnus of the University of the class of '89. Mr. Hough has given innumerable lectures at the University, and the platform upon which the lecture platform and Professor Gordon wrote to him last summer in regard to coming here gladly accepted the invitation and will make his debut at his alma mater with a lecture under the suggestive title, "Wanted: Americans."

The other members of the course are musical number of which a most needed notice will be given later.

Rule to Montana

B. A. Rain, formerly gymnasium manager in the University, has left for Montana, where he will engage in the lumber business.